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Color your globe with the fabulous art of henna tattoo. You'll also be interested in creating your
own styles by following a simple instructions for the 5 basic henna designs and learn how to
combine them in many ways to generate exotic mendhi designs of your. But why stop there?
Inside, you will discover a variety of first henna tatttoo patterns which can be put on the hands,
feet, tummy and back. Mehndi, also called henna tattoo, is definitely a normal Middle Eastern art
used to adorn the body for wedding ceremonies and other unique celebrations. Today, you can
join in the beauty and fun of mendhi with this simple book of patterns and guidelines for the
body and even interior decor items! Mendhi is normally a versitile art that may also be applied to
wood, natural leather and other surfaces. Follow-along with the writer as she displays how she
creates one-of-a-kind designs for a wooden box, natural leather pouch, magnet, tea caddy and
more. Filled up with stunning photos of gorgeous henna tattoo, this book is sure to inspire
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 Good quality book. Fine photos in it.! This kit has all you need! After about six hours I began
filling my bottles and my fingers stained right away so he careful! Beautiful; I am having a blast
with her styles and templates as I practice on anyone who will i want to apply henna on the
hands and foot. It is, however, just a little on the short side, at only over 100 total webpages. She
offers you the recipe and hints with possible variations. In the design of many hobby/craft books,
it uses text and photos to instruct, step-by-step, techniques for creating some basic designs,
moving on to suggest three (one of each) "beginner," "intermediate," and "advanced" tattoo
projects to truly get you started. Then it enters into the Gallery, full of very gorgeous photos to
inspire you. Next may be the Design section, a little over 40 pages long, with ~1-2 large images
on each page spanning design tips for hands, feet, back again, shoulder, plus some additional
flourishes and components. Afterwards, it gives you a few blank hand/foot/etc Templates to
photocopy and use to sketch out and/or record a few of your own designs. It ends with an often-
overlooked, though brief (10 pages or so), section on using henna as artwork on items, which
was one of the things that attracted me to the reserve. Great book easy to follow instruction
Great book worth it however, I personally still very much like having books such as this one in
my library. I was quite delighted with this buy, and would definitely recommend the reserve to
others, especially to beginners, though I believe the designs and photos would keep the interest
even of more advanced henna artists. Great Quality. Will purchase again Great quality henna.
Used for tattoos and it includes a good stain. Be sure you provide it time to discharge the dye
once you mix with something acidic.. This is my first-time and I feel such as a pro already! It's
very strong and if you make a blunder tattooing it'll leave a stain for a day or 2 before fading,
Even though you wipe it off immediately. Great stuff! what I don't look after is the lack of
detailed description as to the reasons the addition of the essential natural oils of "seeds of any
sort" can make the henna program darker. It is just for newbies though. I made henna using her
recipe and it came out perfectly. There's little about the annals of henna, or the science behind
her recipe nevertheless. It has one recipe for Henna, which I have not yet attempted, and I'm
sure is okay;! I have no idea the accuracy of this statement (devoid of personal experience), but
the writer says to "feel absolve to try the seeds from any plant" (barring any allergy symptoms),
and doesn't explain the chemistry behind it. This way she gets more tips and learns in regards to
a different culture and just why they perform this. Much of the information in this reserve is
available online. It wasn't well worth the $10.00 I payed for it. this book is a wonderful
introduction to how to make your own paste and ... I've received henna tattoos before and need
to start performing them myself, this book is a wonderful introduction to how to make your very
own paste and styles. I also liked the little history it got in it. I would suggest it to someone not
used to henna. We was amazed on how many pages it had When it first came into the mail
without viewing it, I thought "wow, that is heavy" so when I opened it, I was amazed on what
many web pages it had! I looked into the publication and found the origin of henna, how to
perform stuff for newbies, many designs for people of different experience amounts, and how to
look after your henna. Educational and fun. I recommend buying this for people who truly want
learn. Great book with great illustrations and everything you need to . Useful..? Not a starter
package.The book begins with some simple instructions for mixing henna, with an excellent,
though basic, introduction to some recipe and application variations and options. She also
provides simple design components to get you started producing your henna artwork. Very Good
for Beginners This book is large, gorgeous, and glossy, filled with colorful and inspiring photos.
But then having currently had it I'm like this book is good.! This book has helped me enter the
world of henna (mehndi). It has some very nice ideas and background info. Basic info - not well



worth $10. Gave it as something special to my 14 season previous niece and she’s already apply
it, and with impressive results. I purchased this by mistake thinking I was finding a kit.! I allow it
sit immediately with lemon juice and black tea and combined in my own essential oils each
morning. Book is good. Great newbie book! I love it and have learned from it.. This is an in depth
book on how best to create Henna Tattoos. That is false marketing and dishonest of amazon to
allow these reviews and images to be the initial things that show up beneath the review. When I
browse henna recipe I believed that it imply it included the recipe to make the henna, not really
just written down but the material actually needed. I am offering this a 5 STARS, because this is
an extremely helpful book for beginners and even advanced people. Thanks XOXO Didn't include
actual henna, just the book Not sure why some reviews call this a kit and have actually posted
pictures of henna in bottles, since most you’re really getting may be the book. Lots of photos,
instruction and design patterns. Just the book! The book provides the basics, a brief list of
resources, designs, and a gallery of fine pictues. Informative and fun It breaks down design
perfectly, and makes even the most nervous person view it as “easy” with practice. Useful! She
actually is an artist, but this requires it to a complete new degree of fun. I purchased it because
my daughter likes to use coloured pens to generate drawings on her behalf hands and arms.!.!
This is only the book not really a kit with everything require it like other reviews says. Dont fun at
all. . All that for a reserve.nope this boom came and I actually was a little upset. But hell right
now i have to wait more days to obtain my hena paste... because make the paste want somo
stuff i dont have and i dont possess idea Where i can buy them. Great book with great
illustrations and all you need to know to begin with learning how to do Henna. Just the book. The
book seems extremely knowledgeable on henna. I'm just disappointed that it did not come with
some premade henna ink like some other evaluations suggested it did. I was under the
impression that it was a starter package. But I assume that was my mistake.NEWEST OBSESSION
OBSESSED!! Good book to get started Excellent book to begin with doing henna.00
Meh.Henna/mehndi performers new and old should be aware there are many comprehensive
and entirely free ebooks by TapDancing Lizard Publications available online, which contain lots of
designs and lots of complete and in-depth information;
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